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1. Introduction 
 The Hill Madia language belongs to the Gondi subfamily of central Dravidian languages of 
central India. There are an estimated 150,000 speakers of this language located in three districts: the 
Gadchiroli District of Maharashtra State and the Bastar and Dantewada districts of Chhatisgarh State. 
Hill Madia is considered by the authors as a distinct tribe based on the fact that its members constitute 
an endogamous social unit, distinct from the Gonds with whom they coexist in many areas. The Hill 
Madias are also to be distinguished from the Bison Horn Madias of south Dantewada District 
(Grigson 1938). The present study is based on the Bhamragad dialect spoken in Gadchiroli District. 
 So far two definitive linguistic descriptions of the language have been published. One is a 
Ph.D. dissertation by Veena (1965), describing Hill Madia phonology and morphology. Her major 
informant came from the Etapalli area, close to Bhamragad. The other work is a description of the 
Abujhmaria dialect of Bastar by Natarajan (1985). It covers phonology, morphology, clause structure 
and phrase structure. 
 The description presented here is not intended to be a comprehensive descriptive grammar of 
Hill Madia. Rather, it is a sketch of grammatical structures in Madia that perform certain universal 
communicative functions. These structures include predicate nominals, grammatical relations, tense, 
aspect and mode, valence-changing devices, and pragmatically marked structures. This typological-
functional approach is thus different from that followed in the two earlier works mentioned above. 
 Hill Madia is an unwritten language, and the authors are using the Devanagari script to write 
it. This is the same script used for the Hindi and Marathi languages. Devanagari, like all other Indic 
scripts, is syllabic in nature. A syllable is written as a basic consonant character with a vowel diacritic 
(called a matra). The vowel defaults to a schwa in the absence of a diacritic. The consonant characters 
can be modified to symbolize half-consonants used in clusters. There are also independent vowel 
characters for syllables without an onset. The Devanagari data in this description have been converted 
to a Roman equivalent known as TransRoman. The following is a description of non-standard 
characters used in the transcriptions: 
 
 Ç half-open back rounded vowel 
 G velar fricative (having voiced and voiceless allophones) 
 r alveolar flap 
 rù retroflex flap 
 
 In order to follow the parsed data presented in this sketch, it is important to know that there 
are two genders in Madia, masculine and non-masculine. The masculine gender is used for male 
humans, the non-masculine for everything else: female humans, non-human creatures, plants, and 
inanimate objects, as well as spiritual beings. The gender system is reflected in pronouns and 
demonstratives, in verb agreement, some adjectives, and in numerals from one to seven. Proximal and 
distal demonstratives function as third person pronouns.  
 The examples used in this description are formatted as follows: The first line contains the text 
(in TransRoman orthography). The second line is a parsed form of the text showing the underlying 
forms of the morphemes and morpheme breaks. If a morpheme is spelt differently in the first and 
second lines, this is because a different allomorph surfaces in the text. The third line contains the 
morpheme glosses and the fourth line contains the free translation in italics. Implied information and 
explanatory comments in the free translation are enclosed in brackets. An index of abbreviations used 
in the interlinears is listed in the appendix. 
 

2. Predicate nominals and related constructions 

2.1 Predicate nominals 
 In Madia, predicate nominal constructions may or may not have a copula. Example (1) is an 
example of a predicate nominal with NP NP juxtaposition. 
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(1) vÂGe        nÀvÀ           pekÃl 

vÂG-e       nÃnÀ-nÀ-0      pekÃl 
this.m-EMP  1s-GEN-GEN.SG  boy   
This is the one who is my son. 

 
The present tense is assumed for such NP NP juxtaposition constructions. A copula is required for 
past and future tenses, and for the past imperfective (which is treated like a tense by the language, see 
section 5.1). 
 The most common copular verb is /mÃn/ ‘to.be’. But sometimes the verb /Ày/ 
‘to.become’ (or ‘to.happen’) is also used. 
 

(2) sÀlmonŒ  bÂrÀ  bœdtÇG          mÃtÇG 
sÀlmonŒ  bÂrÀ  bœd-t-ÇG        mÃn-t-ÇG 
Salmoni  big   wisdom-BEL-3MS  to.be-PAST-3MS 
Solomon was someone of great wisdom. 

(3) vÂG     nÀ-vÀ          pekÃl À-nd-ÇG 
vÂG     nÃna-nÀ-0      pekÃl Ày-nd-ÇG 
this.m  1s-GEN-GEN.SG  boy   to.become-IMPF-3MS 
He is my son. 

Example (2) shows proper inclusion, while (3) is an equative construction. (But it does not imply that 
the boy is the speaker’s only son.) The past imperfective form of the verb /Ày/ is the copula used in 
establishing the present identity of someone or something. It is optional, and is frequently omitted to 
yield a NP NP juxtaposition construction as in (1). On the other hand, /mÃn/ is used to express 
attributes, existentials, locatives, and past identity. 
 Predicate nominal constructions can also be negated. 
 

(4) nÃnÀ  pÃrùÃyÇ-nÃn   Œlen 
nÃnÀ  pÃrùÃyÇG-Ãn   Œl-en 
1s    champion-1S  not.be-1S 
I am not a champion. 

(5) ÇG     nÀ-vÀ          mÃG  Ày-Ç-G 
ÇG     nÃna-nÀ-0      mÃG  Ày-Ç-ÇG 
that.m 1s-GEN-GEN.SG  son  to.become-NEG-3MS 
He is not my son. 

The verb in (4) is a negative copular verb. It is inflected for person, gender, and number, but not for 
tense/aspect. 
 

2.2 Predicate adjectives 
 In predicate adjective constructions, the copula is normally present. 
 

(6) yesœ  bes   mÃn-0-tÇG 
yesœ  bes   mÃn-ŒÉ-ÇG 
Yesu  good  to.be-PRES-3MS 
Jesus is good. 

(7) nÀgpœr  vÂlÀ  jek  Œl-e 
nÀgpœr  vÂlÀ  jek  Œl-tÀ 
Nagpur  much  far  not.be-3NS 
Nagpur is not very far. 
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There are certain instances, as in comparative constructions, where the copula may be omitted. See 
example (25) in section 3.6. 
 

2.3 Existential constructions 
 In these constructions, too, the copula /mÃn/ occurs. 
 

(8) œnd  kÃsÀ-te        bÂÉrÀ  mogœr      mÃ-t-À 
œnd  kÃsÀ-te        bÂÉrÀ  mogœr      mÃn-t-tÀ 
one  pool-LOC.GENL  big    crocodile  to.be-PAST-3NS 
There was a big crocodile in a pool. 

(9) mÀ-vÀ          nÀ-Ìe            dœkÃn  Œl-e 
mÀÌ-nÀ-0       nÀG-te           dœkÃn  Œl-tÀ 
1p-GEN-GEN.SG  village-LOC.GENL shop   not.be-3NS 
There is no shop in our village. 

What distinguishes these constructions from locationals is the absence of a demonstrative or specifier 
or other means of anaphora preceding the predicate NP. 
 

2.4 Locational constructions 
 Here, too, the copula ‘to.be’ is required. 
 

(10) ÍœvÃl, pÃd Œv      rÂnÍ   œndŒ-y       pÀnjÀ-te 
ÍœvÃl  pÃd Œv      rÂnÍ   œnd-Œ-e      pÀnjÀ-te 
tiger  pig these.n two.n  one.n-CF-EMP cave-LOC.GENL 

 
mÃndœÊ 
men-nd-œÊ 
to.be-IMPF-3NP 

The tiger and pig, these two used to be/live in a single cave. 

(11) bÀbÃl  lon     ŒlÂG 
bÀbÃl  lon     Œl-ÇG 
dad    house   not.be-3MS 
Dad is not at home. 

Existential constructions such as (8) and (9) may look like locational constructions, but there the 
sentence-initial locative phrases only serve to provide the location for the existence of the new entity 
being introduced. In a locative construction, the locative phrase is not sentence-initial, unless the 
sentence lacks an explicit subject. 
 

2.5 Possessive constructions 
 These also require the copula /mÃn/. There are two possible forms of possessive 
constructions. 
 

(12) onÀÊ               mœvœr    pekor     mÃntor 
ÇG-na-Ê            mœvœr    pekÃl-or  mÃn-ŒÉ-or 
that.m-GEN-GEN.PL  three.m  boy-PL    to.be-PRES-3MP 
He has three boys/sons. [lit., His three boys are.] 
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(13) onÃgÀ               nÀlœÊ  kÃÌœsk   mÃntÃÊ 
ÇG-nÀ-ÃgÀ           nÀlœÊ  kÃÌœl-Ê  mÃn-ŒÉ-ÃÊ 
that.m-GEN-LOC.SPEC four.n cot-PL   to.be-PRES-3NP 
He has four cots. [lit., With/at him are four cots.] 

Example (12) uses a genitive, (13) a locative. The literal translation of (13) should not mislead. The 
locative suffix used is not the same as an accompaniment suffix. There is a tendency to use the 
genitive for possessed entities higher in the animacy hierarchy, and the locative for entities lower in 
that hierarchy. This is a tendency and not a rigid rule. Example (13) can also be interpreted as an 
existential construction, and the distinction between these two types is a bit fuzzy in Madia. 
 

3. Constituent order 

3.1 Constituent order in main clauses 
 Hill Madia is a strong SOV language as seen in the following examples. 
  S    O       V 

(14) mogœrŒ       kÇyletÀ        kÀdœn   pÇytÀ 
mogœr-Œ      kÇyle-nÀ-0     kÀl-tœn pÇy-t-tÀ 
crocodile-CF fox-GEN-GEN.SG leg-ACC to.catch-PAST-3NS 
The crocodile caught the leg of the fox. 

      S O    V 
(15) tÀnÀ              sÃÊge nŒmÀ bÀtÃl vÃrùktŒn? 

Ãd-nÀ-0           sÃÊge nŒmÀ bÀtÃl vÃrùk-t-Œn 
that.n-GEN-GEN.SG with  2s   what  to.speak-PAST-2S 
What did you speak with her? 

SOV is the normative word order. There may be certain instances, however, when the order is altered 
to achieve a certain rhetoric effect. 
              O                    V 

(16) nÀÌe             œdŒsŒ          miÌŒÊ   kitÇr    
nÀG-te           œd-Œs-Œ        miÌŒÊ   ki-t-Çr 
village-LOC.GENL to.sit-PTPL-CF meeting to.do-PAST-3MP 
 
  S 
gÀytÃl  borœ 
gÀytÃl  bor-Œ 
headman who.mp-CF 
Sitting in the village, they held a meeting, the headman and others. 

In (16) the subject is postposed. It also carries low stress, an indication that the speaker is 
downplaying the importance of the subject. 
 
                                  O             S  V 

(17) on         mÃnkÃn     nÃnÀ urùtÃn 
ÇG-n       mÃnkÃl-tœn nÃnÀ urù-t-Ãn 
that.m-ACC person-ACC 1s   to.see-PAST-1S 
That person I saw. 

In (17), the object is preposed. This device is discussed in section 11.1. 
 

3.2 Order of genitive and head noun 
 As observed by Greenberg (1963) for OV languages in his sample, the genitive invariably 
precedes the head noun (possessed entity), as in (12). 
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3.3 Order of adjective and head noun 
 It is almost always the case that the adjective precedes the head noun, as in (8). In the case of 
numerals, however, the numeral may sometimes optionally follow the head noun, as in (18). 
 

(18) rÀjÀnÀ          ÇryœltÇG        ÇrvÇG vÀtÇG 
rÀjÀ-nÀ-0       Çryœl-t-ÇG      ÇrvÇG vÀy-t-ÇG 
king-GEN-GEN.SG service-BEL-3MS one.m come-PAST-3MS 
One of the king’s servants came. 

In constructions such as (18), the adjective following the noun is a matter of choice. In fact, it is the 
less preferred choice. The choice is stylistically determined. There are certain standard relational 
expressions, however, where it is obligatory for the numeral to follow the head noun, as in (19). 
 

(19) (a) tÃmoG           Œrvœr (b)  Àrù    Œrvœr 
tÃmoG           Œrvœr      Àrù    Œrvœr 
younger.brother two.m      woman two.m 

 two brothers man and wife 

3.4 Order of head noun and relative clause 
 As one may expect for an OV language, the relative clause invariably precedes the head noun, 
as in (20). 
   REL CL       H 

(20) nÃnÀ [nÀvÀ          lÇpÀ  ÀtÃd]                  pÇlÇ 
nÃnÀ  nÃnÀ-nÀ-0     lÇpÀ  Ày-t-tÀ                pÇlÇ 
1s    1s-GEN-GEN.SG about to.become-PAST.NOM-3NS matter 
 
œnd   veÉtÃÉnÃn 
œnd   veÉ-tÃ-ŒÉ-Ãn 
one.n to.tell-SFS-PRES-1S 
I am telling one matter that happened to me. [lit., about me] 

 
Frequently the head noun may be omitted altogether from the relative clause, as in (21). 
  REL CL 

(21) [murÀÉk    ÀtÃd]Œn                   tÀlklÀÉ    
murÀ—tœÉk À—t—Ãd—Œn                  tÀlk—lÀÉ   
Mura-DAT  to.become-PAST.NOM-3NS-ACC to.ask-PUR 
 
ÃtÃn  
dÀy—t—Ãn 
to.go-PAST-1S 
I went to ask for the one who [later] became Mura’s wife. [lit., who became to Mura] 

3.5 Adpositions 
 All adpositions in Madia are postpositions without exception. There are two classes. Some 
occur as suffixes, as in (22). 
 

(22) (a) gerùÀte   (b) kŒsleÉkÀ 
    gerùÀ-te       kŒs-leÉkÀ 
    forest-LOC.GENL      fire-like 
 in the forest like fire 
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Others, as in (23), require a preceding genitive, and are written as separate words. 
 

(23) (a) tÀnÀ              sÃÊge (b) nÀvÀ          lÇpÀ  
    tÀ-nÀ-0           sÃÊge     nÃnÀ-nÀ-0     lÇpÀ  
    that.n-GEN-GEN.SG with      1s-GEN-GEN.SG about 

 with her/it inside/about me 
 
Some postpositional suffixes also require a preceding genitive, as in (24). 
 

(24) (a) pÇlÃmtÃke   (b) lotÀÉ 
    pÇlÃm-nÀ-Ãke      lon-nÀ-ÀÉ 
    field-GEN-LOC.DIR     house-GEN-ABL.GENL 
 towards the field from the house 

3.6 Comparative constructions 
 As one may expect of an OV language, the order in a comparative construction is Standard-
Marker-Adjective. The dative suffix is used as the comparative marker. 
        STD  MKR       ADJ 

(25) jogÀ bÃnÍœÉk    bÂrÇG 
jogÀ bÃnÍœ-tœÉk bÂrÀ-ÇG 
Joga Bandu-DAT  big-3MS 
Joga is bigger than Bandu. 

Notice that (25) is a predicate adjective construction without a copula. (The person-gender-number 
suffix on the adjective is not copular.) The location of the subject of comparison is flexible. In (26), it 
occurs following the adjective. 
 
    STD MKR      ADJ 

(26) nik       virùŒs            nÀk       dœkÃm ÀtÀ 
nŒmÀ-tœÉk virù-Œs           nÃnÀ-tœÉk dœkÃm Ày-t-tÀ 
2s-DAT    to.increase-PTPL 1s-DAT    pain  to.become-PAST-3NS 
More than you, I am hurt. 

The punctiliar participle form of the verb /virù/ ‘to.increase’ is often used in quantitative 
comparative constructions, and it functions like the English adverb “more.” 
 

3.7 Auxiliary verbs 
 As expected of an OV language, auxiliary verbs in Madia follow the main verbs and carry the 
inflection. 
 

(27) nÃnÀ devœrùtœn  nÃmsÇr       mÃndekÃn 
nÃnÀ devœrù-tœn nÃm-sÇr      mÃn-dÃ-k-Ãn 
1s   God-ACC   to.trust-DUR to.be-SFS-FUT-1S 
I will keep on trusting God. 

(28) ÇG     kÃÌœl vÀÌŒsitÇG                   nÀkœ 
ÇG     kÃÌœl vÀÌ—Œs-i-t-ŸG                nÃnÀ—tœÉk—œ 
that.m cot   to.put-PTPL-to.give-PAST-3MS 1s-DAT-CF 
He put [lit., put and gave] a cot for me. 

 
In (28) the auxiliary is written as a suffix on the main verb, as the entire verb phrase is considered as a 
single phonological word. 
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4. Description of grammatical relations 
 The Hill Madia language exhibits a completely nominative-accusative system. The most 
prominent means of marking grammatical relations is through case marking. The verb agreement 
system also follows the nominative-accusative pattern in all tenses and aspects. 
 In the following examples, the subject of an intransitive clause is marked as S, the more 
agentive participant of a transitive clause as A, and the less agentive participant as P. 
        S 

(29) Ãd     dÀstÀ 
Ãd     dÀy-ŒÉ-tÀ 
that.n go-PRES-3NS 
She/it is going. 

        S 
(30) or      ÃtÇr 

or      dÀy-t-Çr 
those.m go-PAST-3MP 
They went. 

        A  P 
(31) Ãd     rÀmÃn     nÃltÃÉtÀ 

Ãd     rÀmÃl-tœn nÃl-tÃ-ŒÉ-tÀ 
that.n Ramal-ACC to.beat-SFS-PRES-3NS 
She is beating Ramal (a male name). 

  A       P 
(32) rÀmÃl tÀn        nÃltÃÉtÇG 

rÀmÃl Ãd-tœn     nÃl-tÃ-ŒÉ-tÇG 
Ramal that.n-ACC to.beat-SFS-PRES-3MS 
Ramal is beating her/it. 

        A  P 
(33) Ãd     rÀmÃn     nÃltÀ 

Ãd     rÀmÃl-tœn nÃl-t-tÀ 
that.n Ramal-ACC to.beat-PAST-3NS 
She beat Ramal. 

  A P 
(34) rÀmÃl tÀn        nÃltÇG 

rÀmÃl Ãd-tœn     nÃl-t-tÇG 
Ramal that.n-ACC to.beat-PAST-3MS 
Ramal beat her/it. 

For an intransitive clause, as in (29) and (30), the S carries no case marking and the verb agrees with 
it in person, gender, and number. In transitive clauses, as in (31)–(34), the A carries no case marking 
and the verb agrees with it in person, gender, and number. The P carries the accusative case suffix, 
and the verb does not agree with it. These facts are true regardless of verb tense and other external 
factors. Thus, the language invariably treats S and A alike, while P is treated differently. 
 Certain verbs also require a third argument, the indirect object, which always carries the 
dative case marker. 
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  A IO  P 
(35) kÃmlŒ ork         ÂG    itÀ 

kÃmlŒ or-tœÉk     ÂG    i-t-tÀ 
Kamli those.m-DAT water to.give-PAST-3NS 
Kamli gave them water. 

        P         IO 
(36) on         mÀk      toÉÀ 

ÇG-tœn     mÀÌ-tœÉk toÉ-À-0 
that.m-ACC 1p-DAT   to.show-IMPV-IMPV.SG 
Show him to us. 

As evident from examples (35) and (36), the accusative suffix on less animate direct objects tends to 
be omitted in ditransitive clauses. 
 Many verbs of experience or cognition take a dative and a nominative, with the dative affixed 
to the experiencer NP. 
 

(37) nÀk       kœrk       vÃsŒÉtÀ 
nÃnÀ-tœÉk kœrk       vÃs-ŒÉ-tÀ 
1s-DAT    drowsiness to.be.felt-PRES-3NS 
I feel drowsy. 

(38) Ãd     pÇlÇ   ork         ÂrkÀ  Œle 
Ãd     pÇlÇ   or-tœÉk     ÂrkÀ  Œl-tÀ 
that.n matter those.m-DAT known not.be-3NS 
They do not know that matter. 

(39) tenk       ÉŒndŒ pÇlÇ   vÀstÀ 
Œd-tœÉk    ÉŒndŒ pÇlÇ   vÀ-ŒÉ-tÀ 
this.n-DAT Hindi speech come-PRES-3NS 
She knows the Hindi language. 

5. The tense/aspect system 
 Almost any Verb Phrase (VP) in Hill Madia declarative main clauses has one of the following 
three structures. 
 
(A) Isolated finite verb: 
 
  Verb root  (-SFS) – { tense/aspect } – Agreement suffix 
          { negation       } 
 
The verb stem is followed by either a tense/aspect or a negation suffix, which is in turn followed by a 
suffix that agrees in person, gender, and number with the S of an intransitive clause or the A of a 
transitive clause. 

(As is evident from many of the examples in this paper, some verbs exhibit a stem formation 
suffix (SFS), which is affixed to the basic verb root. The majority of verbs do not require any such 
suffix. Those that do, fall into two classes—those that take the suffix /-tÃ/ and those that take the 
suffix /-yÃ/. On such verbs, the SFS occurs when any of the following suffixes are attached to the 
stem: present, future, infinitive, present nominalizer, and purposive.) 
 

(40) (a) vÀstÀ   (b) vÀvÇr 
    vÀ-ŒÉ-tÀ       vÀy-Ç-Çr 
    come-PRES-3NS      to.come-NEG-3MP 
 (she/it) comes (they) come not 
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(B) Auxiliary affirmative constructions: 
 
 Main VR (-SFS) (–non-finite  Aux. VR (-SFS) – {tense/asp.} - Agreement 
        suffix)         {negation } 
 
The non-finite suffix can be one of the following: punctiliar participle, durative participle, purposive, 
infinitive or causative. 
 

(41) ÃrùsÇr      mÃtÀ 
Ãrù-sÇr     mÃn-t-tÀ 
to.cry-DUR to.be-PAST-3NS 

 (she/it) kept on crying 
 
(C) Auxiliary negative constructions: 
 
 Main VR – NEG – Agreement /Ày/ ‘to.become’ -tense/asp. -Agreement 

OR 
 Main VR-NEG.INF  /mÃn/ ‘to.be’-Past Perfective-Agreement 
 
The agreement suffix is the same for both the main and auxiliary verbs (i.e., the same underlying 
form). Such a construction is used when the speaker wishes to provide tense/aspect information to a 
negated verb. When the auxiliary verb /Ày/ is used, the tense/aspect suffix cannot be the past 
perfective. 
 

(42) mÃnvŒr       ÀykŒr 
mÃn-Ç-Œr     Ày-k-Œr 
to.be-NEG-2P to.become-FUT-2P 
(you(PL)) will not be/stay 

(43) ÃnvÀ          mÃtÇm 
dÀy-vÀ        mÃn-t-Çm 
to.go-NEG.INF to.be-PAST-1P 
(we) had not gone 

5.1 The tense/aspect morpheme in fully finite verbs 
 There are four possible tense/aspect suffixes in finite verbs—present as in (44), future as in 
(45), past perfective as in (46), and past imperfective as in (47). 
 

(44) rÀmÃl vÃrùkŒÉtÇG 
rÀmÃl vÃrùk-ŒÉ-ÇG 
Ramal to.speak-PRES-3MS 
Ramal is speaking. 

(45) rupŒ vÀyÃGÀ 
rupŒ vÀy-k-tÀ 
Rupi to.come-FUT-3NS 
Rupi will come. 

(46) dÀdÃl         ÍÇltÇG 
dÀdÃl         dÇl-t-ÇG 
elder.brother to.die-PAST-3MS 
Elder brother died. 
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(47) rÀmÃl vÃrùkŒndÇG 
rÀmÃl vÃrùk-nd-ÇG 
Ramal to.speak-IMPF-3MS 
Ramal was speaking. OR Ramal used to speak. 

 
 The underlying form of the present tense morpheme is /-ŒÉ/. The present tense suffix has 
the following allomorphs: 
 
Allomorphs Environment 
-s Monosyllabic CV pattern verb roots, third person subject 
-0 Verb roots ending in n, third person subject 
-0 Monosyllabic verb roots ending in y, first/second person subject
-É Elsewhere following vowels 
-ŒÉ Elsewhere following consonants 
 
 The agreement suffixes following the present tense suffix are as follows: 
 
 Singular Plural  
1 -nÃn -nÇm (excl.)       -nÃl  (incl.)  
2 -nŒn -nŒr 
3 mas. -tÇG -tÇr 
3 non-mas -tÀ -tÃÊ 
 
 The future tense morpheme has the underlying form /-k/, which is the allomorph that 
precedes first and second person agreement suffixes. It has the zero allomorph before the third person 
non-masculine singular suffix and the allomorph -n before all other third person suffixes. The 
agreement suffixes following the future tense suffix are as follows: 
 
 Singular Plural  
1 -Ãn -Çm (excl.)   -Ãl  (incl.)
2 -Œn -Œr 
3 mas. -ÇG -œr 
3 non-mas. -yÃGÀ* -œÊ 
*The /y/ in 3 non-mas. sg. is deleted if preceded by a consonant. 
 
 The past perfective morpheme always follows the verb root, and precedes the agreement 
suffix. The underlying form is /-t/, and it has the allomorph -Ì following verb roots that end in a 
retroflex consonant. The agreement suffixes following the past perfective suffix are as follows: 
 
 Singular Plural  
1 -Ãn -Çm (excl.)     -Ãl  (incl.)
2 -Œn -Œr 
3 mas. -ÇG -Çr 
3 non-mas. -À/-œ -ÃÊ/-œÊ 
 
 The past imperfective suffix, like the past perfective, always follows the verb root, and 
precedes the agreement suffix. The underlying form is /-nd/, and it has the allomorph -Œnd 
following most obstruent-final verb roots. The agreement suffixes following the past imperfective 
suffix are as follows: 
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 Singular Plural  
1 -Ãn -Çm (excl.)       -Ãl  (incl.)
2 -Œn -Œr 
3 mas. -ÇG -œr 
3 non-mas. -œ -œÊ 
 
As is evident from (43), the past imperfective has two functions, one being past progressive, the other 
being past habitual. 
 

5.2 Other forms of aspect marking 
 Some aspects in Hill Madia are expressed by verb phrases involving auxiliary verbs. Example 
(48) shows progressive aspect. 
 

(48) nÃnÀ devœrùtœn  nÃmsÇr       mÃndekÃn 
nÃnÀ devœrù-tœn nÃm-sÇr      mÃn-dÃ-k-Ãn 
1s   God-ACC   to.trust-DUR to.be-SFS-FUT-1S 
I will keep on trusting God. 

In such constructions, the main verb carries only the aspect marker (the durative participle in this 
case), while the auxiliary verb is fully finite, carrying the tense suffix (one of the four mentioned in 
section 5.1) and the agreement suffix. The durative participle suffix has the underlying form /-sÇr/ 
and it takes the allomorph -jÇr after verb roots ending in n, and the allomorph -cÇr after verb roots 
ending in É or G. The verb /mÃn/ ‘to.be’ is the auxiliary verb used for the progressive aspect. 
 While the durative participle is used to mark progressive aspect, the punctiliar participle is 
used to mark the perfect aspect.1 Here, too, the auxiliary verb /mÃn/ ‘to.be’ is used. The past perfect 
is very commonly used in the language. The auxiliary verb takes the past perfective suffix in this case. 
 

(49) rupŒ lon   Ãnj        mÃtÀ 
rupŒ lon   dÀy-Œs     mÃn-t-tÀ 
Rupi house to.go-PTPL to.be-PAST-3NS 
Rupi had gone home. 

The present and future perfect expressions, exemplified in (50) and (51) respectively, are very rarely 
used. 
 

(50) nÃnÀ kÃbÃrù kis        mÃÉnÃn 
nÃnÀ kÃbÃrù ki-Œs      mÃn-ŒÉ-Ãn 
1s   work  to.do-PTPL to.be-PRES-1S 
I have done the work. 

(51) nÃnÀ kÃbÃrù kis        mÃndÃkÃn 
nÃnÀ kÃbÃrù ki-Œs      mÃn-tÃ-k-Ãn 
1s   work  to.do-PTPL to.be-SFS-FUT-1S 
I will have done the work. 

 For expressing the inceptive aspect, the main verb carries the purposive suffix, and is 
followed by the auxiliary verb /bÇÌ/ ‘to.begin’. 
 

                                                            
1There are other usages of the punctiliar and durative participles than just expressing verb aspect.  They are used 
extensively in subordination and clause chaining. 
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(52) kÃler    kÇtÀÊ tuslÀÉ           bÇÌÌÇr 
kÃle-Ê   kÇtÀÊ tus-lÀÉ          bÇÌ-t-Çr 
thief-PL money to.apportion-PUR to.begin-PAST-3MP 
The thieves began distributing the money. 

In most cases, the purposive suffix is optional and the main verb could be reduced to a bare stem 
form, as in (53). 
 

(53) gœrœ kÀGtÀ        bÇÌÌÇG 
gœrœ kÀG-tÃ       bÇÌ-t-ÇG 
guru to.teach-SFS to.begin-PAST-3MS 
The guru began to teach. 

 There is another aspect similar to the inceptive, which denotes a change over time. This is 
expressed by a mandatory purposive suffix on the main verb, which is followed by the auxiliary verb 
/Ày/ ‘to become’. Thus, (52) can also be expressed as: 
 

(54) kÃler    kÇtÀÊ tuslÀÉ           ÀtÇr 
kÃle-Ê   kÇtÀÊ tus-lÀÉ          Ày-t-Çr 
thief-PL money to.apportion-PUR to.become-PAST-3MP 
The thieves came to be distributing the money. 

The difference between this aspect (which we shall call the imperfective inceptive) and the pure 
inceptive is that the pure inceptive focuses on a point in time at which the action is begun, while the 
imperfective inceptive focuses only on the change in state, without any reference to a point in time. 
When there is a gradual change in state, as in (55), the pure inceptive cannot be used. Only the 
imperfective inceptive is appropriate. 
 

(55) lokœr  devœrùtœn  mÀGÊlÀÉ       ÀtÇr 
lokœr  devurù-tœn mÀGÊ-lÀÉ      Ày-t-Çr 
people God-ACC   to.forget-PUR to.become-PAST-3MP 
The people came to forget God. 

The pure inceptive cannot be used in example (55), because there is no point in time at which the 
people stopped being mindful and started to forget. 
 The present habitual aspect can only be expressed by accompanying adverbs, as in (56). 
 

(56) jÀyŒ dŒnÃme    kÃGsŒÉtÀ 
jÀyŒ dŒnÃm-e   kÃGs-ŒÉ-tÀ 
Joy  daily-EMP to.play-PRES-3NS 
Joy plays daily! 

6. Modal expressions 
 Various modes in Hill Madia can be expressed morphologically or syntactically. 
 There is an inferential mode that can be expressed by the future tense morpheme, and 
optionally augmented by the adverbial particle /bÃÉe/ ‘probably’ or ‘perhaps’, as in (57). 
 

(57) rÀjœ lote           mÃndÃnÇG          bÃÉe 
rÀjœ lon-te         mÃn-dÃ-k-ÇG       bÃÉe 
Raju house-LOC.GENL to.be-SFS-FUT-3MS probably 
Raju must be at home.  OR  Raju is probably at home. 

There also exists an inferential particle /Ãle/ which may follow the VP or even adverbs connected 
with the inference. Example (58) is a special case of quoted speech where the speaker is supporting a 
previous assertion (from hearsay) which was denied by the hearer. 
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(58) ŒsÃl     Ãle  iädŒÊ    kÇyÃlÀÉ        vÀs  
ŒsÃl     Ãle  iädŒ—Ê   kÇyÃ—lÀÉ       vÀ—Œs 
recently INFL reed-PL to.harvest-PUR to.come-PTPL 

 
mÃtÃÊ,         ÃskÂ  Ãle  nŒmÀ veÉtŒn          Ãle, ‘nÃnÀ 
mÃ—t—ÃÊ        ÃskÂ  Ãle  nŒmÀ veÉ—t—Œn        Ãle   nÃnÀ 
to.be-PAST-3NP then  INFL 2s   to.tell-PAST-2S INFL  1s 

 
onk        dÀynÀ     vŒcÃr   mÃntÀ          rŒ,’ 
ÇG-tœÉk    dÀy—nÀ    vŒcÃr   mÃn—ŒÉ—tÀ      rŒ 
that.m-DAT to.go-INF thought to.be-PRES-3NS voc.fem  

 
ŒtŒn           Ãle 
Œn—t—Œn        Ãle 
to.say-PAST-2S INFL 
Recently apparently, they had come to collect reeds, then apparently you told them 
apparently, “I am thinking of going to him,” you said apparently. 

 The conditional mode is marked by a conditional suffix /-tÂkÂ/ on the verb root in a 
subordinate clause to express either a condition for a future event, state or command, or to express a 
hypothetical event in the past or future. In the latter case, the main clause verb often carries the 
contrafactual mode suffix. Example (59) shows a condition for a future event, while (60) gives a 
hypothetical past event. 
 

(59) onÀ               vŒcÃr   mÃtÂkÂ     dÀkÃn, 
ÇG—nÀ—0           vŒcÃr   mÃn—tÂkÂ   dÀy—k—Ãn 
that.m-GEN-GEN.SG thought to.be-COND to.go-FUT-1S 
If he is inclined, I will go. 

(60) nŒmÀ mÃnj       mÃtÂkÂ     bÀtÀy       vÃrùkŒs  
nŒmÀ mÃn—j      mÃn—tÂkÂ   bÀt—Ày      vÃrùk—Œs 
2s   to.be-PTPL to.be-COND what-INDEF  to.speak-PTPL 
 
mÃnÀlŒ 
mÃn—Â—tÀ 
to.be-CFACT-3NS 
If you had been [here], she would have spoken something or other. 

In (60), the VP in the main clause has a participial suffix on the main verb, while the auxiliary verb 
carries the contrafactual suffix. This structure occurs when the reference is to the earlier past. When 
the reference is to the immediate past or present, the contrafactual suffix is attached to the main verb 
root, and there is no auxiliary, as in (61). 
 

(61) nŒmÀ nenÍ  torù     evÂkÂ            nÃnÀ ÍÇlÂnÃn 
nŒmÀ nenÍ  torù     i-vÂkÂ           nÃnÀ ÍÇl-Â-Ãn 
2s   today company to.give-COND.NEG 1s   to.die-CFACT-1S 
If you had not given help today, I would have died. 

Example (61) also has the negative conditional suffix in the subordinate clause. 
 The same contrafactual suffix may also be used without an explicit or implicit condition to 
express an unrealistic notion. The following example is taken from a folktale, and it follows a section 
in which a fox’s foot gets stuck under the log of a tree and the fox orders the log to release its foot. 
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(62) mÃtŒ gœÌÀ bÂgÀ  vŒrùsÀlŒ 
mÃtŒ gœÌÀ bÂgÀ  vŒrùs-Â-tÀ 
but  log  where to.leave-CFACT-3NS 
But how would the log ever leave! 

 The contrafactual suffix has the underlying form /-Â/, and it has the following allomorphs: 
 
Allomorphs Environment 
-vÀ Vowel-final roots, 3NS subject 
-À Consonant-final roots, 3NS subject 
-vÂ Vowel-final roots, non-3NS subject
-Â Consonant-final roots, 3NS subject 
 
The agreement suffixes that follow the contrafactual suffix are as follows: 
 
 Singular Plural 
1 -nÃn -rÇm  (excl.)      -rÃl  (incl.)
2 -nŒn -rŒr 
3 mas. -G -r 
3 non-mas. -lŒ -skœ 
 
 There are three different deontic modes in Hill Madia. All three take dative subjects. Strong 
obligation is expressed by using the auxiliary verb /pÇy/ (which means ‘to.catch’ when used as a 
main verb). The main verb is in a bare stem form. The auxiliary can take any tense. 
 

(63) nik       nÀsŒktÃke         dÀyÀ  pÇytÃGÀ 
nŒmÃ-tœÉk nÀsŒk-nÀ-Ãke      dÀy   pÇy-tÃ-k-tÀ 
2s-DAT    Nasik-GEN-LOC.DIR to.go to.catch-SFS-FUT-3NS 
You will have to go to Nasik. 

 
(64) nik       nÀsŒktÃke         dÀyÀ  pÇyÇ 

nŒmÃ-tœÉk nÀsŒk-nÀ-Ãke      dÀy   pÇy-Ç-tÀ 
2s-DAT    Nasik-GEN-LOC.DIR to.go to.catch-NEG-3NS 
You will not have to go to Nasik. 

A lesser degree of obligation is expressed by means of the non-verbal copula /gÀvÃle/. The main 
verb takes the infinitive. 
 

(65) nik       nÀsŒktÃke         dÀynÀ     gÀvÃle 
nŒmÃ-tœÉk nÀsŒk-nÀ-Ãke      dÀy-nÀ    gÀvÃle 
2s-DAT    Nasik-GEN-LOC.DIR to.go-INF needed 
You need to go to Nasik. 

 The weakest degree of obligation is expressed by means of the auxiliary /mÃn/ ‘to.be’, with 
the main verb taking the infinitive. 
 

(66) nik       nÀsŒktÃke         dÀynÀ     mÃntÀ 
nŒmÃ-tœÉk nÀsŒk-nÀ-Ãke      dÀy-nÀ    mÃn-ŒÉ-tÀ 
2s-DAT    Nasik-GEN-LOC.DIR to.go-INF to.be-PRES-3NS 
You are to go to Nasik. 

 The abilitative mode is expressed by means of the auxiliary verb /pÃG/ “to.be.able”, with 
the main verb in a bare stem form and the subject in nominative case. 
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(67) Ãv      Ãrv     pÃGyÃÉtÃÊ               mÃtŒ rÀs 
Ãv      Ãrv     pÃG-yÃ-ŒÉ-ÃÊ            mÃtŒ rÀs 
those.n to.read to.be.able-SFS-PRES-3NP but  to.write 
 
pÃGvÇÊ 
pÃG-Ç-ÃÊ 
to.be.able-NEG-3NP 
They (female) are able to read but unable to write. 

 The permissive mode in Hill Madia is expressed by a permissive suffix or negative 
permissive suffix attached to the verb root. The subject is in nominative case and is always third 
person. 
 

(68) vŒjÃl gÀÌÇ        tŒnÂG 
vŒjÃl gÀÌÇ        tŒn-0-ÇG 
Vijay cooked.rice to.eat-PERM-3MS 
Let Vijay eat the rice/meal. 

(69) Ãd     vÀmÀkŒ 
Ãd     vÀy-mÀk-tÀ 
that.n to.come-PERM.NEG-3NS 
Let her/it not come. 

The permissive morpheme is realized as a zero morph, but is recognized by a unique set of agreement 
suffixes: 
 
 Singular Plural 
3 mas. -ÂG -Œr 
3 non-mas. -Œ -ŒÊ 
 
The negative permissive suffix is /-mÀk/, and it takes the same set of agreement suffixes. 
 
 The hortative mode is expressed by the hortative suffix /-ŒÊ/ on the verb root. 
 

(70) mÃrÀtœn  nÂrùkŒÊ 
mÃrÀ-tœn nÂrùk-ŒÊ 
tree-ACC to.chop-HORT 
Let’s chop the tree. 

 The imperative mode is expressed by a verb with the following structure. 
 
 Verb root – IMPV (-IMPV.PL) 
 
The imperative plural suffix /-Ì/ is required for a plural addressee. The imperative suffix has the 
allomorph -m for vowel-final verb roots, zero for verb roots ending in n, and -À for other consonant-
final verb roots. 
 

(71) (a) nŒmÀn  vÃrùkÀ  (b) miÌ pesÀÌ 
    nŒmÀ-n vÃrùk-m      miÌ pes-m-Ì 
    2s-INT to.speak-IMPV     2p to.emerge-IMPV-IMPV.PL 
 You only speak! You(pl.) leave/depart. 

To express prohibitions, the imperative suffix is replaced by the prohibitive /-mÀ/. 
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(72) (a) ÃÉ        kemÀ  (b) ŒnjÂkÂ ÃnmÀÌ 
    ÃÉ        ki-mÀ      ŒnjÂkÂ dÀy-mÀ-Ì 
    like.that to.do-PRO     now    to.go-PRO-IMPV.PL 
 Don’t do like that. Don’t go now. 

Imperatives (but not prohibitives) can also carry the progressive aspect, as in (73), or the perfect 
aspect, as in (74). 
 

(73) kÃGŒsÇr  mÃn 
kÃGŒ-sÇr mÃn-0 
to.learn to.be-IMPV 
Keep on learning. 

(74) nÃnÀ vÀnÀÉjom      Ãd     kÃbÃrù kis        mÃn 
nÃnÀ vÀy-nÀÉjom    Ãd     kÃbÃrù ki-Œs      mÃn-0 
1s   to.come-until that.n work  to.do-PTPL to.be-IMPV 
By the time I come, be [in a state of] having done that work. 

 It is important to note that permissives, hortatives, and imperatives are not to be considered as 
declarative clauses in Hill Madia, and therefore do not necessarily fit any of the verb phrase structures 
described at the beginning of section 5. 
 

7. Valence decreasing constructions 

7.1 Impersonal constructions and nominalized verbs 
 There are no passive constructions as such in Hill Madia. However, some means are 
employed to downplay the role of the controlling participant. The most common means is by an 
impersonal active construction, where the controlling participant is referred to by the third masculine 
plural verb agreement suffix (used in a generic sense). 
 

(75) Œd     pœstÃk(tœn)  bÀrÃÉk   rÀstÇr 
Œd     pœstÃk(-tœn) bÀrÃÉk   rÀs-t-Çr 
this.n book(-ACC)   for.what to.write-PAST-3MP 
Why did they write this book? 

(76) ŒdŒn       ÍœägÀ    pÃnÍ  ŒntÇr 
ŒdŒn       ÍœägÀ    pÃnÍ  Œn-ŒÉ-Çr 
this.n-ACC “dunga” fruit to.say-PRES-3MP 
They call this a “dunga” fruit. 

 While such constructions are the preferred way to downplay the controlling participant, a 
nominalized verb can also be used for events that occurred in the past. 
 

(77) Œd     pœstÃk bÀrÃÉk   rÀstÃd                mÃntÀ 
Œd     pœstÃk bÀrÃÉk   rÀs-t-tÀ              mÃn-ŒÉ-tÀ 
this.n book   for.what to.write-PAST.NOM-3NS to.be-PRES-3NS 
Why has this book been written? 

A nominalized verb is often ambiguous in that it can refer to either the controlling or the affected 
participant. Thus, /rÀstÃd/ in (77) can mean either ‘one (non-masculine) who wrote’ or ‘one that is 
written’. The context determines the interpretation. Since the book is the referent, the latter meaning 
would be inferred. 
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7.2 Reflexive and reciprocal pronouns 
 Hill Madia uses reflexive and reciprocal pronouns when the controlling and affected 
participants are the same entity. Grammatically, however, the valence is not decreased, as explicit 
pronouns are required. 
 The three pronouns mostly used in reflexive and reciprocal expressions are /tÃn/ (reflexive 
singular), /tÃm/ (reflexive plural), and /Àp/ (distributive reflexive). For a singular third person 
participant, there are two ways of expressing a reflexive action, as in (78). 
 

(78) (a) rÀjœ tÃnÀ              tÃnke          bÇrùstÇG 
    rÀjœ tÃn-nÀ-0          tÃn-tœÉk-e     bÇrùs-t-ÇG 
    Raju refl.s-GEN-GEN.SG refl.s-DAT-EMP to.burn-PAST-3MS 
 
(b) rÀjœ tÃnÀ              tÃnÀye                bÇrùstÇG 
  rÀjœ tÃn-nÀ-0          tÃn-nÀ-0-e            bÇrùs-t-ÇG 
  Raju refl.s-GEN-GEN.SG refl.s-GEN-GEN.SG-EMP to.burn-PAST-3MS 
 Raju burnt himself. 

 
As is evident from (78), the reflexive pronoun does not have a nominative form. The genitive form 
has a nominative usage. In fact, the reflexive pronouns in Hill Madia are most commonly used to 
express reflexive possession. 
 The reflexive plural pronoun is used for collectively referring to a plural third person 
participant, as in (79), which expresses reflexive possession. 
 

(79) or      tÃmÀ              mœkyÀnÀ          ÃÍÃm 
or      tÃm-nÀ-0          mœkyÃl-nÀ-0      ÃÍÃm 
those.m refl.p-GEN-GEN.SG chief-GEN-GEN.SG against 
 
vÃrùkŒndœr 
vÃrùk-nd-Çr 
to.speak-IMPF-3MP 

 They were speaking against their [own] chief. 
 
However, the reduplicated form of the reflexive plural has a reciprocal sense, as in (80). 
 

(80) or      tÃmtÃmay                     vÃrùkŒndœr 
or      tÃm-tÃm-nÀ-0-e               vÃrùk-nd-Çr 
those.m refl.p-refl.p-GEN-GEN.SG-EMP to.speak-IMPF-3MP 

 They were speaking to one another.  OR  They were speaking among themselves. 
 
 For first and second person participants, the regular first and second pronouns are used in 
reflexive and reciprocal constructions. 
 

(81) NÀvÀ nÃnÀne ork pœnpŒÉ kikÃn 
nÃnÀ-nÀ-0 nÃnÀ-n-e or-tœÉk pœn-ŒÉ ki-k-Ãn 
1s-GEN-GEN.SG 1s-INT-EMP those.m-DAT to.know-CAUS to.do-FUT-1S 
I will reveal myself to them. 

(82) miÌ miÌe   mœyÇG     ÀymÀÌ 
miÌ miÌ-e  mœyÇG     Ày-ma-Ì 
2p  2p-EMP plaintive to.become-PRO-IMPV.PL 
Do not grumble among yourselves. 

 The distributive reflexive is used when members of a group are referred to individually, rather 
than collectively, as in (83) and (84). It is always used in reduplicated form. 
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(83) pujÃrk    ÀpœnÀÊ           ÀpÇGe         ÃskŒndœr 
pujÃr-Ê   Àp-nÀ-Ê          Àp-ÇG-e       Ãsk-nd-Çr 
shaman-PL drefl-GEN-GEN.PL drefl-3MS-EMP to.cut-IMPF-3MP 
The shamans were cutting themselves [each one cutting himself]. 

If the reflexive plural pronoun had been used instead of the distributive reflexive in (83), it would 
change the meaning to a reciprocal one – the interpretation would then be that the shamans were 
cutting one another. 
 Like the regular reflexive pronouns, the distributive reflexive is also most commonly used to 
express reflexive possession, as in (84). 
 

(84) sÃbeÌÇr     ÀpœnÀ            ÀpœnÀ            loÉk      
sÃbe-t-Çr   Àp-nÀ-0          Àp-nÀ-0          lon-Ê     
all-BEL-3MP drefl-GEN-GEN.SG drefl-GEN-GEN.SG house-PL 
 
ÃtÇr 
dÀy-t-Çr 
to.go-PAST-3MP 
All went, each to his own house. 

8. Causatives 
 In Hill Madia, causatives can be expressed lexically, morphologically, or analytically. 

8.1 Lexical causatives 
 In some cases, a different verb is used to express the causative. 
 

(85) jurŒÉk    pœngÃG dŒsŒÉtÀ 
jurŒ-tœÉk pœnGÃG dŒs-ŒÉ-tÀ 
Juri-DAT  flower to.be.seen-PRES-3NS 
The flower is visible to Juri. 

(86) jurŒ pœngÃGdœn  urùtÀ 
jurŒ pœngÃG-tœn urù-t-tÀ 
Juri flower-ACC to.see-PAST-3NS 
Juri saw the flower. 

(87) rÀmÃl jurŒÉkœ     pœngÃG tÇÉtÇG 
rÀmÃl jurŒ-tœÉk-I pœngÃG tÇÉ-t-ÇG 
Ramal Juri-DAT-CF flower to.show-PAST-3MS 
Ramal showed Juri the flower. 

In (87), the accusative suffix is not attached to the direct object as it is low in animacy. 
 In section 5, it was mentioned that some verb roots arbitrarily take the stem formation suffix 
(SFS) /-yÃ/, while some others take /-tÃ/. (Many verb roots do not take a SFS at all.) There are 
some cases, however, where an intransitive verb takes the SFS /-yÃ/, and it is made causative by 
replacing /-yÃ/ with /-tÃ/. The causative form usually has a modified form of the verb root. 
Consider the following examples, in which /-nÀ/ is the infinitive morpheme: 
 

(88) ÃG-yÃ-nÀ  to be torn  ÃGÉ-tÃ-nÀ  to tear (something) 
Ãr-yÃ-nÀ  to fall  ÃrÉ-tÃ-nÀ  to drop (something) 

 
There are some other cases where the intransitive verb has no SFS, but its causative is formed by 
attaching the SFS /-tÃ/ to a modified form of the root. 
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(89) mœrùnd-nÀ  to be immersed mœrùÉ-tÃ-nÀ  to immerse 
rÂg-nÀ   to descend  rÂÉ-tÃ-nÀ   to bring down 

 
Some transitive verbs with the SFS /-tÃ/ (which has several allomorphs) take lexical causatives by 
means of verb root modification. 
 

(90) tŒn-dÃ-nÀ to eat  tŒÉ-tÃ-nÀ  to feed 
œÎ-ÍÃ-nÀ to drink  œÉ-tÃ-nÀ   to give to drink 

 

8.2 Morphological causatives 
 This is by far the most common means of expressing causatives. The causative suffix is 
attached to the verb root, and the auxiliary verb /ki/ ‘to.do’ follows the main verb. For intransitive 
verbs, the causee takes the accusative case. 
 

(91) (a) jurŒ pŒsÃGÀ 
    jurŒ pŒs-k-tÀ 
    Juri to.remain-FUT-3NS 
 Juri will remain/survive/be saved. 

(b) rÀmÃl jurŒn    pŒsŒÉ          kiynÇG 
    rÀmÃl jurŒ-tœn pŒs-ŒÉ         ki-k-ÇG 
    Ramal Juri-ACC to.remain-CAUS to.do-FUT-3MS 
 Ramal will save Juri. 

 For transitive verbs, the causee takes the dative case. 
 

(92) (a) mogœr     kÇyletÀ        kÀdœn   pÇytÀ  
    mogœr     kÇyle-nÀ-0     kÀl-tœn pÇy-t-tÀ 
    crocodile fox-GEN-GEN.SG leg-ACC to.catch-PAST-3NS 

The crocodile caught the leg of the fox. 
 
(b) kÇyle tÃnÀ              kÀdœn   mogœrtœÉk 
    kÇyle tÃn-nÀ-0          kÀl-tœn mogœr-tœÉk 
    fox   refl.s-GEN-GEN.SG leg-ACC crocodile-DAT 
 
    pÇypŒÉ        kisitÀ 
    pÇy-ŒÉ        ki-Œs-i-t-tÀ 
    to.catch-CAUS to.do-PTPL-to.give-PAST-3NS 

 The fox let the crocodile catch its leg. 

In (92) (b), the secondary auxiliary verb /i/ which is phonologically bound to the participial form of 
the preceding verb, implies that the fox actively handed over its leg to the crocodile to be caught. 
 Not all verbs can take the causative suffix. 
 The fact that the causee takes the accusative for intransitive verbs and the dative for transitive 
verbs is true regardless of how the causation is expressed. 
 

8.3 Analytic causatives 
 In analytic causative constructions, the verb is in a special causative infinitive form, and its 
clause is the object of the verb /ki/ ‘to.do’. 
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(93) somÃl ŒdrÃm     vÃrùkŒsŒ          tÀn        reynÀÉ 
somÃl ŒdrÃm     vÃrùk-Œs-Œ        Ãd-tœn     rey-nÀÉ 
Somal like.this to.speak-PTPL-CF that.n-ACC to.fear-CINF 
 
kitÇG 
ki-t-ÇG 
to.do-PAST-3MS 
Somal, speaking like this, caused her to be afraid. 

 This kind of causative expression is the least direct kind. Compare (93) with the 
morphological causative expression in (94). 
 

(94) somÃl tÀn        repŒÉ        kitÇG 
somÃl Ãd-tœn     rey-ŒÉ       ki-t-ÇG 
Somal that.n-ACC to.fear-CAUS to.do-PAST-3MS 
Somal scared her. 

In the former example, something that the speaker said produced fear in the heart of the listener. In the 
latter case, the morphological causative implies a deliberate act of scaring. 
 Unlike the morphological causative, the analytic causative can be expressed with any 
intransitive verb. There is no instance in the data corpus of the analytic causative occurring with 
transitive verbs. 
 

9. Negation 
 For a discussion of prohibitives, see the end of section 6. For expressions of negative 
existence and absence of an attribute, the reader is referred to sections 2.1–2.4. In this section, mainly 
negative assertion will be discussed. 
 As mentioned at the beginning of section 5, the structure of an isolated finite verb in a 
declarative main clause is as follows: 
 
 Verb root (-SFS) – { tense/aspect } – Agreement suffix 
        { negation      } 
 
Thus, a negated verb does not carry tense/aspect information as is evident from example (95). 
 

(95) rÀjœ kenjÇG 
rÀjœ kenj-Ç-ÇG 
Raju to.hear-NEG-3MS 
Raju did not listen.  OR  Raju does not listen.  OR  Raju will not listen. 

 If tense/aspect information is to be specified, an auxiliary construction is required. For 
present, future, and past imperfective, the auxiliary verb /Ày/ ‘to.become’ is used. 
 

(96) rÀjœ kenjÇG          ÀstÇG 
rÀjœ kenj-Ç-ÇG       Ày-ŒÉ-ÇG 
Raju to.hear-NEG-3MS to.become-PRES-3MS 
Raju is not listening. 

(97) rÀjœ kenjÇG          ÀynÇG 
rÀjœ kenj-Ç-ÇG       Ày-k-ÇG 
Raju to.hear-NEG-3MS to.become-FUT-3MS 
Raju will not listen. 
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(98) rÀjœ kenjÇG          ÀndÇG 
rÀjœ kenj-Ç-ÇG       Ày-nd-ÇG 
Raju to.hear-NEG-3MS to.become-IMPF-3MS 
Raju was not listening.  OR  Raju used to not listen. 

For the past perfect however, the main verb takes the negative infinitive suffix /vÀ/, and the 
auxiliary verb /mÃn/ ‘to.be’ is used with the past perfective suffix. 
 

(99) or      vÂlÀ jek ÃnvÀy             mÃtÇr 
or      vÂla jek dÀy-vÀ-e          mÃn-t-Çr 
those.m much far to.go-NEG.INF-EMP to.be-PAST-3MP 
They had not gone very far. 

 As mentioned in section 2.1, the verb /Œl/ is a negative copular verb, and is used to express 
the non-existence of something. A construction similar to (99) is used with this verb to communicate 
that something did not exist in the past (but may exist now). 
 

(100) Ãd     kÀlÃmte      lÃrùÃy ŒlvÀy              mÃtÀ 
Ãd     kÀlÃm-te     lÃrùÃy Œl-vÀ-e            mÃn-t-tÀ 
that.n age-LOC.GENL war   not.be-NEG.INF-EMP to.be-PAST-3NS 
In that age there was no war. 

Notice that (100) contains a double negative expression. Examples (95)–(100) illustrate a minor 
function of the negative infinitive, its major function being to express negation in dependent clauses. 

To express a future non-existence, the verb /mÃn/ ‘to.be’ is used as the main verb with 
standard negation, followed by the auxiliary verb /Ày/ ‘to.become’ with the future tense suffix. 
 

(101) Ãd     kÀlÃmte      lÃrùÃy mÃnÇ          ÀyÃGÀ 
Ãd     kÀlÃm-te     lÃrùÃy mÃn-Ç-tÀ      Ày-k-tÀ 
that.n age-LOC.GENL war   to.be-NEG-3NS to.become-FUT-3NS 
In that age there will be no war. 

 An undesirable event or state can be expressed by a construction similar to a predicate 
nominal. The copula is the negation of the verb /Ày/ ‘to.become’, and the predicate contains the verb 
expressing the event or state in either infinitive or present nominalized form. The copula as well as the 
nominalized verb (if one is used) take the third non-masculine singular agreement suffix. 
 

(102) jol   vÃrùknÀ/vÃrùknÃd                     ÀyÇ 
jol   vÃrùk-nÀ/vÃrùk-vÃl-tÀ                Ày-Ç-tÀ 
false to.speak-INF/to.speak-PRES.NOM-3NS to.become-NEG-3NS 
Lies are not to be spoken. 

When such a statement refers to a personal volitional act, it may function either as a general rule to be 
followed or a prohibition addressed to a specific individual or group. In the latter case the statement is 
functionally equivalent to formally prohibitive statements, as in (72). 

10. Interrogatives 

10.1 Polar interrogatives 
 Polar interrogatives (those that require an answer of yes or no) are expressed in Hill Madia by 
means of the sentence-final polar interrogative clitic /-À/ and intonation. The interrogative clitic 
takes the allomorph -yÀ post-vocalically. 
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(103) nivÀ          jivÀte         sŒtœr mÃntÀyÀ 
nŒmÀ-nÀ-0     jivÀ-te        sŒtœr mÃn-ŒÉ-tÀ-À 
2s-GEN-GEN.SG heart-LOC.GENL peace to.be-PRES-3NS-POLAR 
Is there peace in your heart? 

In nearly every case, the clitic is attached to the verb. But in cases where the verb is absent, the clitic 
attaches to the final word, as in (104), thus showing that it is indeed a sentence-final clitic and not a 
verbal suffix. 
 

(104) bÇGœ  rupŒ nŒmÀyÀ 
bÇG-œ rupŒ nŒmÀ-yÀ 
who-CF Rupi 2s-POLAR 
Who’s that? Rupi, is it you? 

Intonation in polar questions rises up to the first syllable of the last word and then falls. 
Tag questions are expressed by the sentence-final particle /Ãy/. 

 
(105) nœlpe   vÀykŒn         Ãy 

nœlpe   vÀy-k-Œn 
evening to.come-FUT-2S 
You will come in the evening, won’t you? 

The tag questions also have rising intonation with the peak at the first syllable of the last word. The 
intonation then falls while the last word is being spoken, and then rises again for the particle /Ãy/. 

10.2 Content interrogatives 
 Question words are used to express content interrogatives as shown in the following 
examples. 
 

(106) bÇG   ŒndÇG           nikœ 
bÇG   Œn—nd—ÇG        nŒmÀ-tœÉk—œ 
who.m to.say-IMPF-3MS 2s-DAT-CF 
Who was saying [this] to you? 

(107) Ãv      bÂskÂ vÀs          mÃtÃÊ 
Ãv      bÂskÂ vÀy—Œs       mÃn—t—ÃÊ 
those.n when  to.come-PTPL to.be-PAST-3NP 
When had they (fem.) come? 

(108) nivÀ          vŒcÃr   bÀtÃl mÃntÀ 
nŒmÀ-nÀ—0     vŒcÃr   bÀtÃl mÃn—ŒÉ—tÀ 
2s-GEN-GEN.SG thought what  to.be-PRES-3NS 
What do you think? 

(109) bÀrÃÉkœ     vÀtŒr 
bÀrÃÉk—œ    vÀy—t—Œr 
for.what-CF to.come-PAST-2P 
For what did you (pl.) come? 

(110) Ãd     bek       ÃtÀ            pÃyÀ 
Ãd     beke      dÀy—t—À        pÃyÀ 
that.n where.dir to.go-PAST-3NS next 
Where did she go then? 
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(111) mÃtŒ bÂrÂÌœn   bÃÉ vÂnÍnÀ 
mÃtŒ bÂrÂG-tœn bÃÉ vÂnÍ-nÀ 
but  river-ACC how to.cross-INF 
But how to cross the river? 

In each of the examples (106)–(111), the question word occurs in the default position of the 
corresponding constituent in the answer to that question. In other words, Madia uses an in situ 
strategy for placement of question words. But this is by no means a rigid rule. For pragmatic reasons, 
the question word may also occur in clause-initial position, as in (112). 
 

(112) ÃtÃskÂ          bÀr  kitÇG          mÀ            mÀmÃl 
dÀy—t—ÃskÂ      bÀr  ki—t—ÇG        mÀÌ—nÀ—0      mÀmÃl 
to.go-PAST-then what to.do-PAST-3MS 1p-GEN-GEN.SG father-in- 
  law 
When [I] went, what did my father-in-law do? 

 Indefinite pronouns and relative pronouns in Madia are identical to many of the question 
words. Demonstratives are also lexically related to these question words, as shown in the following 
table. 
 
Question words Indefinite pronouns Relative pronouns Demonstratives 
bÇG 
who (masculine) 

bÇG 
someone/anyone  
(masculine) 

bÇG 
who (masculine) 

vÂG    ÇG 
this.m       that.m 

bÂd 
who/which 
(non-masculine) 

bÂd 
someone/anyone/ 
something/anything 
(non-masculine) 

bÂd 
who/which 
(non-masculine) 

Œd    Ãd 
this.n     that.n 

bÀtÃl, bÀr 
what 

bÀtÃl, bÀr 
something/anything 

bÀtÃl 
what 

-- 

bÀrkŒyÀ 
why 

-- -- -- 

bÀrÃÉk 
for.what 

bÀrÃÉk 
for.something/anything 

bÀrÃÉk 
for.what 

ŒdŒÉk  ÃdŒÉk 
for.this     for.that 

bÂgÀ 
where.spec 

bÂgÀ 
somewhere/anywhere.spec

bÂgÀ 
where.spec 

ŒgÀ     ÃgÀ 
here.spec    there.spec 

beke 
where.dir 

beke 
somewhere/anywhere.dir 

beke 
where.dir 

Œke     Ãke 
here.dir      there.dir 

bÂdrÃm/bÃÉ 
how 

bÃÉ 
somehow 

bÂdrÃm/bÃÉ 
how 

ŒdrÃm/ŒÉ  ÃdrÃm/ÃÉ 
like.this           like.that 

bÂske 
when 

bÂske 
sometime 

bÂske 
when 

Ãske 
then 

 
As mentioned in section 1, Madia speakers divide their referential world into two categories. One 
consists of male human beings, and they take masculine pronouns, demonstratives, and question 
words (first row of the above table), and masculine agreement suffixes. The other category consists of 
everything else – female humans, spiritual beings, flora, fauna, abstract notions, and inanimate 
objects. These take non-masculine pronouns, demonstratives, and question words (second row of 
above table) and non-masculine agreement suffixes. The question words and pronouns in the third 
row, however, refer only to impersonal entities. 
 It is important to note that relative pronouns in Madia are used in headless relative clauses 
only. Relative clauses with a head noun are formed using nominalized verbs. 
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11. Pragmatically marked structures 

11.1 Marked focus constructions 
 In a discourse, material in focus typically either adds new information or changes part of an 
already activated propositional framework by replacement or by selecting between alternatives 
(Dooley and Levinsohn 2001:36). The former type of focus is often unmarked, while the latter, which 
involves contrast of some kind, is usually marked in some way. 
 A common means of marking focus in Hill Madia is by means of the word-final emphatic 
suffix /e/ on the focused constituent. For truth value focus, this suffix goes on the verb. 
 

(113) kÇyle œnd   kÀde         lÀtÀ itÀye 
kÇyle œnd   kÀl-te       lÀtÀ i-t-tÀ-e 
fox   one.n leg-LOC.GENL kick to.give-PAST-3NS-EMP 
The fox did indeed give a kick with one leg. 

In (113), the locative suffix functions as an instrumental. 
 The following are examples of counter-presuppositional constituent focus. In each case the 
focused constituent is identified by the presence of the emphatic suffix, and also by stress prominence. 
Examples (114), (115), (116), (117), and (118) show possessive focus, subject focus, object focus, 
indirect object focus, and locative focus, respectively. 
  Poss 

(114) onÀye                 bœdtœÉk    lokœr  pŒstÇr 
Çg-nÀ-0-e             bœd-tœÉk   lokœr  pŒs-t-Çr 
that.m-GEN-GEN.SG-EMP wisdom-DAT people to.remain-PAST-3MP 
Because of HIS wisdom [not anyone else’s], the people were saved. 

  S 
(115) devœrùŒye   nivÀ          torù     mÃntÀ 

devœrù-Œ-e  nŒmÀ-nÀ-0     torù     mÃn-ŒÉ-tÀ 
God-CF-EMP 2s-GEN-GEN.SG company to.be-PRES-3NS 
It is GOD [not any ordinary person] who is with you. 

  O       S 
(116) one            nÃnÀ ÀctÃn 

ÇG-tœn-e       nÃnÀ Àc-t-Ãn 
that.m-ACC-EMP 1s   to.choose-PAST-1S 
HIM I chose [over everybody else]. 

    O  IO 
(117) nÀvÀ          pŒlÀtœn  nike        ikÃn 

nÃnÀ-nÀ-0     pŒlÀ-tœn nŒmÀ-tœÉk-e i-k-Ãn 
1s-GEN-GEN.SG girl-ACC 2s-DAT-EMP  to.give-FUT-1S 
I will give my girl to YOU [not to any other]. 

  S Loc 
(118) jogÀ gerùÀtene                œntÇG 

jogÀ gerùÀ-te-n-e             œnj-t-ÇG 
Joga forest-LOC.GENL-INT-EMP to.sleep-PAST-3MS 
Joga slept IN THE FOREST [not at home]. 

 
 Another means of focus marking is fronting of the focused constituent (usually a direct 
object) to clause-initial position from its unmarked position in the clause. Example (116) shows focus 
marking using both devices—the emphatic suffix as well as fronting. The unmarked position of the 
direct object is between the subject and the verb, but it has been fronted to clause-initial position. 
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 Focus marking can also be accomplished by co-relative clauses. Example (119) shows a co-
relative clause construction with a locative focus. 
 

(119) nŒmÀ bÂgÀ       mÃndÃkŒn         ÃgÀ        nÃnÀ 
nŒmÀ bÂgÀ       mÃn-dÃ-k-Œn      ÃgÀ        nÃnÀ 
2s   where.spec to.be-SFS-FUT-2S there.spec 1s 
 
mÃndÃkÃn         
mÃn-dÃ-k-Ãn      
to.be-SFS-FUT-1S 
Where you will stay, there [and not anywhere else] I will stay. 

11.2 Marked topic constructions 
 According to Dik (1978:130), the topic of a sentence with topic-comment articulation is what 
the utterance is primarily about, while part or all of the comment is the focus. When a given sentence 
maintains the established topic of a discourse, it is usually unmarked. On the other hand, a marked 
topic usually signifies a shift from the existing topic. 
 In Hill Madia, topic marking can be achieved by left-dislocation of a nominalized verb or a 
noun phrase. The left-dislocated element is the marked topic. 
 
    Topic 

(120) [pÃyÀ lotÀ              rÀkÀ  kevÃl]              
 pÃyÀ lon-nÀ-0          rÀkÀ  ki-vÃl-ÇG           
 next house-GEN-GEN.SG  watch to.do-PRES.NOM-3MS  
 
 Comment 
venkœ         rÀjœnÀ          sitÀ   vÀtÀ 
vÂG-tœÉk-Œ    rÀjœ-nÀ-0       sitÀ   vÀy-t-tÀ 
this.m-DAT-CF Raju-GEN-GEN.SG memory to.come-PAST-3NS 
Then the one guarding the house, he remembered Raju. [lit., The memory of Raju came to 
this one.] 

   Topic    Comment 
(121) [nivÀ          lokœr] or      nÀvÀ          lokœr  

nŒmÀ-nÀ-0      lokœr  or      nÃnÀ-nÀ-0     lokœr  
2s-GEN-GEN.SG people those.m 1s-GEN-GEN.SG people 
Your people, they [are] my people. 

 The more common means of marking topic, however, is the use of the topic marker 
/ŒtÂkÂ/. Morphologically, it consists of the verb root /Œn/ ‘to.say’, followed by the conditional 
suffix /-tÂkÂ/. However it is only rarely used in the context of actual speech acts. This word is 
frequently used in conditional statements, as in (122). 
 

(122) ÃÉ        kitŒn         ŒtÂkÂ        nÃnÀ  oÊ   ÀykÃn 
ÃÉ        ki-t-Œn       Œn-tÂkÂ      nÃnÀ  oÊ   Ày-k-Ãn 
like.that to.do-PAST-2S to.say-COND  1s   anger to.become- 
  FUT-1S 
If you were to act like that, I would become angry. 

The verb in the protasis is usually in past tense, even if it refers to a possible future event. There are 
some cases, however, where there is no notion of a condition, and the word is used to switch topics. 
Consider the following excerpt from a text. The author tells about a time in his life when he was 
suffering from severe back pain. 
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(123) (a) Ãske nÃnÀ ŒÊkÀ ÂkvÀ pujÀ    kiylÀÉ    ÀtÃn 
    Ãske nÃnÀ ŒÊkÀ ÂkvÀ pujÀ    ki-lÀÉ    Ày-t-Ãn 
    then 1s   yet  more worship to.do-PUR to.become-PAST-1S 

Then I began to engage in worship even more. 
 
(b) mÃtŒ nÀvÀ dœk ŒtÂkÂ bÂsken mÀyÇ 

 mÃtŒ nÃnÀ-nÀ-0 dœk ŒtÂkÂ bÂske-n mÀy-Ç-tÀ 
but 1s-GEN-GEN.SG sickness TM anytime-INT to.cease-NEG-
    3NS 

 But, as for my sickness, it never ceased. 

In (123a), the author himself is the topic of the sentence; but in (123b), the topic changes to his 
sickness. 
 Not only does the topic marker /ŒtÂkÂ/ mark sentence topic, it also marks discourse topic 
or discourse theme (Reinhart 1982:2). Notionally, discourse topic is what a (section of) discourse is 
about, while a sentence topic is an entity that the speaker indicates that a particular sentence is about 
(Tomlin et al 1997:85) if, in fact, the sentence has such. Consider the following passage in which a 
man describes how lonely he felt after his wife died. 
 

(124) (a) After the mother died, I was like that, alone, for at least some six/seven/eight years. 
 

  (b) pÃyÀ vÃGÇnÃn  ŒtÂkÂ    pÃyÀ ÇsÇ   pŒlÀtÀ 
    pÃyÀ vÃGÇG—Ãn ŒtÂkÂ    pÃyÀ ÇsÇ   pŒlÀ—tÀ—0  
    next one.m-1S TM       next again girl-GEN-GEN.SG 
 
    mÃrmŒÊ      kitÃn 
    mÃrmŒ—Ê     ki—t—Ãn 
    marriage-PL to.do-PAST-1S 
 Then [I was] alone–then furthermore I performed my daughter’s marriage. 

 (c) The girl also went. Then the boys went to school, I was all alone. I was all alone, 
               now then there was no one at home to sweep, to fetch water… 

 
In (124b), the narrator introduces the discourse topic of being alone, marking it with the topic marker 
/ŒtÂkÂ/. Then he breaks off the sentence midway (as attested also by a long pause), and proceeds 
to develop the theme of his loneliness in the next several sentences. The topic introduced in (124b) 
has no apparent relation to the sentence in which it is placed. Rather, it is a discourse topic which has 
scope over a section consisting of several sentences. 
 The examples of counter-presuppositional focus given in section 11.1 involved single-
difference contrast, i.e., the assertion is contrasted with a presupposition. Contrast with two or more 
points of difference is called multiple-difference contrast (terminology adapted from Chafe 1976). 
In Hill Madia, such contrast is expressed by means of the contrastive particle /bÀrÀ/. The following 
example is an excerpt from a folktale. 
 

(125) (a) Thus those two friends became angry with each other. 
 
(b) oÊ    ÀsŒ               ÍœvÃl bÀrÀ pÃdtœn   
    oÊ    Ày-Œs-Œ           ÍœvÃl bÀrÀ pÃd-tœn  
    anger to.become-PTPL-CF tiger CP   pig-ACC  

 
     kÃskkÃn        Œndœ 
     kÃsk-k-Ãn      Œn-nd-tÀ 
     to.bite-FUT-1S to.say-IMPF-3NS 

 Becoming angry, the tiger was saying, “I will bite the pig.” 
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 (c) ÃÉe           pÃd bÀrÀ ÍœvÃdœn   pÀykÃn 
     ÃÉ-e          pÃd bÀrÀ ÍœvÃl-tœn pÀy-k-Ãn 
     like.that-EMP pig CP   tiger-ACC to.strike-FUT-1S 
 
     Œndœ 
     Œn-nd-tÀ 
     to.say-IMPF-3NS 

 Likewise, the pig was saying, “I will strike the tiger.” 

 (d) sÃtrÃl kÇyle bÀrÀ mÃjÀ urùŒndœ 
     sÃtrÃl kÇyle bÀrÀ mÃjÀ urù-nd-tÀ 
     clever fox   CP   fun  to.see-IMPF-3NS 

 As for the clever fox, it was watching the fun. 

 
There is a multiple-difference contrast in (125). Three different animals are being contrasted and so 
are their respective activities. In each case, the particle /bÀrÀ/ follows the sentence topic, and 
therefore also functions as a topic-marking device indicating multiple-difference contrast. 
 

12. Conclusion 
 As specified in the introduction, this paper is not a comprehensive description of Hill Madia 
grammar, but rather a sketch of Madia linguistic structures that perform major communicative 
functions. The sketch covers features such as predicate nominals and related constructions, order of 
clause constituents, encoding of grammatical relations, the tense/aspect/mode system and verb phrase 
structure, reflexive and reciprocal constructions, causatives, negation, interrogatives, and some 
pragmatically marked structures. It is our hope that this sketch will be useful to anyone who studies 
the Hill Madia language. 
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Appendix: Abbreviations Used 
 
 A key to the abbreviations used in the interlinears is given below. Lowercase letters refer to 
root morphemes, uppercase to suffixes. 
 

 
1   first person subject or pronoun 
1PE   first person plural exclusive subject 
2   second person subject or pronoun 
3   third person subject 
ABL.GENL  general ablative 
ACC   accusative case 
ALT   alternative suffix 
BEL   suffix of belonging or association 
CAUS   causative 
CF   citation form suffix 
CFACT   contrafactual suffix 
CINF   causative infinitive 
COND   conditional suffix  
COND.NEG  negative conditional suffix 
CON.NEK  one of two concomitant action suffixes 
CP   contrastive particle 
DAT   dative case 
dir   directional sense 
drefl   distributive reflexive 
DUR   durative 
EMP   emphatic suffix 
FUT   future tense 
GEN   genitive case 
GEN.SG  genitive singular (possessed entity is singular) 
GEN.PL  genitive plural (possessed entity is plural) 
H   borrowed from Hindi 
HORT   hortative 
IMPF   past imperfective 
IMPV   imperative 
IMPV.PL  imperative plural suffix 
IMPV.SG  imperative singular suffix 
INDEF   indefinite suffix 
INF   infinitive 
INFL   inferential particle 
INT   intensifier 
LOC.DIR  directional locative suffix 
LOC.GENL  general locative suffix 
LOC.SPEC  specific locative suffix 
m   masculine (form of pronoun or demonstrative) 
M   masculine subject (on verbs) 
M   borrowed from Marathi 
n   non-masculine (form of demonstrative or numeral) 
N   non-masculine subject  
NEG   negation 
NEG.INF  negative infinitive 
NEG.NOM  negative nominalizer 
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p   personal form of numerals one to seven 
p   plural (pronoun) 
P   plural subject (on verbs) 
PAST   past tense 
PAST.NOM  past nominalizer 
PERM   permissive suffix 
PERM.NEG  negative permissive 
PL   plural suffix on nominals 
POLAR  polar interrogative suffix 
PRES   present tense 
PRES.NOM  present nominalizer 
PRO   prohibitive 
PTPL   participle 
PUR   purposive 
refl   reflexive 
s   singular (pronoun) 
S   singular subject (on verbs) 
SFS   stem formation suffix 
spec   specific sense 
t   transitive 
TM   topic marker 
voc.fem   feminine vocative particle 
voc.mas  masculine vocative particle 
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